Heat 1 teaspoon of oil in a pot or skillet.
Add garlic and cook 30 seconds. Add
zucchini noodles and cook, turning
frequently, for 8 to 10 minutes until
soft. Remove from heat, drain liquid
saving 1-2 tablespoons.

ZOODLES makes four servings

Add avocado mixture to zucchini
noodles in the pot and stir to coat. Add
reserved liquid as needed to thin the
avocado mixture. Add Parmesan
cheese and stir to blend.

This recipe is great for potlucks.
ENJOY!

INGREDIENTS
1-2 avocadoes peeled and pitted
20 ounce regular or herbed goat cheese
1 – 2 tablespoons of pesto
4-5 teaspoons olive oil divided
1-2 large zucchinis
1-2 cloves of garlic minced
Parmesan cheese to taste
optional pepper
METHOD

I SCREAM, YOU SCREAM,
WE ALL SCREAM
FOR

Combine avocadoes, goat cheese, pesto
and 1-2 teaspoons of olive oil in food
processor. Mixture will be thick. Set
aside.
Using a spiralizer,
peel zucchinis into
.
noodles (process only the firm flesh not
the seeded portion. Set aside.

ICE CREAM
THE NUMBER ONE THING GUARANTEED
TO COOL YOU DOWN THIS MONTH.
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From The Editor
Hello,
We are still in the pandemic so a lot of
summer events are unavailable to us but
we have the satisfaction of knowing that
Port Alberni is one of the few places not
overrun with illness.
While it is tempting to gather together,
towns like Kamloops can offer warnings
to us to curb our impulses in that
direction.

PACIFIC RIM
CARPET CLEANING
15 year’s Experience
Fully Insured
Stain Removal
Carpet & Upholstery
Residential Commercial
Water, Fire & Wind
Damage Restoration

Even though, we’ve been pretty lucky so
far, those in the front lines of this thing
are still in harm’s way. Check out page
10, we are going to do something for
them and we want you to be part of it.
(while maintaining social distancing, of
course)

Anne
BRENT
250-720-5160
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Steven King once wrote:
“If you don’t have the time to read, you

don’t have the time (or the tools) to write.”
So, is he saying that the more you read,
the more training you are putting in to
become a better writer?
Let’s go beyond this concept and try
reading out of your comfort zone. If you
like to read romance novels, switch to
detective stories. If you choose travel
books, switch to history books instead.

HEAT STROKE is an emergency
situation in which the body loses its
ability to cool itself. Body temperatures
rise to extremes and can result in death if
not treated promptly.

Try not to lose yourself in the author’s
story (seduced by his words) but become
conscious of the structure he is using for
his story, the subtle nuances, the diverse
paths the plot is taking you down to
encourage you to read on.

People vulnerable to heat stroke include
older adults, young children, those with
chronic illnesses, newcomers to Canada
and those who work outside.

Does the writer have you hooked? Ask
yourself why? How has he done this?
There are tricks at work here that the
savvy author is using and they are right
there on the page of the book hidden in
plain sight for you to utilize in your own
writing.

Symptoms such as chest pain, abdominal
pain or persistent vomiting should not be
ignored.
If you or someone you know is suffering
from heat stroke, call 911 right away or
go to the nearest emergency room.

Don’t listen to nay-sayers who say you are
not old enough, not experienced enough to
write something really good. CHOOSE
TO WRITE. Choose to share your unique
story with a world that is so desperately
waiting to read it.

While waiting for help: move to a shady
place, loosen or remove clothing, offer
water to drink, sponge body with cool
water or ice, raise feet to ward off shock.
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PICTURE OF THE YEAR

It was considered the picture of the century.
A lioness and her cub were crossing the Savannah but the heat was
excessive and the cub was in great difficulty walking.
An elephant realized that the cub would die and carried him in his
trunk to a pool of water, walking beside the cub’s mother.
And we call them wild animals.
It is a great lesson for mankind who are fighting and dying for no
reason.

(many thanks to the people who sent this to us.)
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I

FOR BUSINESS OR PERSONAL LIFE
If you want to become more productive in
your business while boosting sales and
staying true to your mission, or if better
personal relationships is your goal, get this
book. It contains one surprisingly simple
thing behind extraordinary results.
Change your focus and figure out what
matters most both at home and at work.
The authors, Gary Keller and Jay
Papanos, ask you to ask the question:
“What’s the one thing I can do such that by
doing it everything else will become easier or
unnecessary?”

WHEN YOU GO AWAY
This is the welcoming committee when you come
back. Your garden will have a field day while
you are gone. LOL.
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FOLKLORE
If the first week of August is unusually warm,
the winter will be white and long.

PLEY
ROOFING
 INSURED
 FREE ESTIMATES

250-731-4510
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LOCH NESS MONSTER
DO YOU EVER WANT TO capture a
moment in time when something significant
has happened to you or you’ve reached a high
point or a low point in your life?

THE LOCH NESS MONSTER was first
written about in August of 565 when
many witnesses saw a man, who
had been swimming, mauled and
killed by a ‘water beast’.

Sending a time capsule to your future self is a
way to preserve your thoughts and feelings and
when you open it say five years later, your life
will have undergone radical change but that
moment will still be there intact bringing
laughter or tears along with it.

Numerous sightings of ‘Nessie’ were
reported over the years and became
more prevalent in the 1900’s when
the remote area could be reached by
road.
Described by some as ‘the nearest
approach to a dragon or pre-historic
animal’ and by others as a ‘sea
serpent’, this animal has been
named a ‘cryptid’. This puts it in the
same class as Bigfoot or the Yeti.

Fill your time capsule with things of the day
that have meaning to you as you create a
snapshot of your life as it is right now. Share
your memories, hopes and dreams. What were
you like in August 2020? What were your
problems? Your joys? What had you done to
date? What possibilities faced you?

A cryptid is an animal presumed to
exist on the basis of anecdotal
evidence or folklore which is
considered insufficient by scientists.
In other words, your word is not
enough there must be proof.

Write a letter to the you who will open the
time capsule in August 2025, add pictures and
newspaper clippings, a menu from a restaurant
you like, a lock of your baby’s hair, anything
that will make this capsule uniquely yours..
Seal the container and put it on a high shelf in
your closet. Don’t open it until the ‘due date’
and your future self will love you for it.

You can find Loch Ness in the
Scottish Islands and maybe Nessie
too.
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On Saturday, August 15, 2020 at 2 PM
Meet us at STARBOARD GRILL at Harbour Quay
FREE COFFEE AND TREAT
we want to talk about a way we can honour
the Port Alberni people on the front lines in
this pandemic.
we want to show our appreciation by doing something
meaningful on their behalf to leave a legacy in this town
in their name.
we want your ideas and we want you to be part of this.
As seating is limited at this event
please call us to register your seat at
778-421-5244

SPONSORED BY MARIGOLD PRODUCTIONS
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BRAIN TEAZER

.

81) South American country
82) Danish physicist
83) Hill builder
85) Grade point average
87) Someone from Europe

Answer
on
page 25

128) Girl’s name
1290 Set up a tent
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MENTAL TOUGHNESS is the ability to
resist, or manage and overcome, doubts,
worries, concerns and circumstances that
prevent you from succeeding or excelling at a
task or towards an objective that you have set
out to achieve. Think about running across
Canada.

You do it because you need to not because
you feel like it at the moment.
Mental toughness is like a muscle. It needs to
be worked to grow and develop. If you
haven’t pushed yourself in thousands of small
ways, you will wilt when the going gets
difficult.

Talent and intelligence don’t play a big role
in your life. A bigger impact is mental
toughness or ‘GRIT’.
That’s good news because you can’t do much
about your genes but you can do a lot in
developing mental toughness.

Prove to yourself that you have enough guts
to get in the ring and do battle with life. You
can build mental toughness through small
wins. Individual choices made on a daily
basis will help. It is your physical actions
that prove your mental fortitude.

Studies have been done to see how your
mental toughness, perseverance and passion
impact your ability to achieve goals and it
was found that ‘grit’ made all the difference;
grit and commitment to more constant
practice.

Motivation is fickle, willpower comes and
goes. This is not about getting an incredible
dose of inspiration or courage. It is about
building daily habits that allow you to stick to
a schedule and overcome challenges and
distractions over and over and over again.

In every area of your life; education, work
and health, it is your amount of grit, mental
toughness and perseverance that predicts your
level of success more than any other factor to
be found.

When things get tough, most people will find
something easier to work on – when things
get difficult for mentally tough people, they
find a way to stay on schedule.
Toughness simply comes down to being more
consistent than most people.

In a word, toughness and grit equal
consistency. This abstract quality is tied to
concrete action.
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Acrobat hanging from swinging limb
Upside down, fearless.
Tiny beak snapping at insects, hiding in
the fragrant needles.
Black capped head turns
Shiny beads stare right at me.

A head nod
A chirp
Then together they feed.
Flitting around the pine tree
Searching for juicy mouthfuls
It as if the branches have come alive

I hold my breath.
Don’t go.
With a chirp she releases her clawed
grip
Flipping in mid-air
To land on the next branch.
Secure in her lofty perch
She begins to preen.

Animated by the bird’s hunger
The tree shimmies, shakes, and sways
While they demonstrate their awesome
strength and balance.

Glossy brown feathers shine in the
summer sun.
I imagine how soft her down would
feel,
Slipping between my fingertips

Frolicking with winged weightlessness?
What would a beetle taste like ?
Crunchy and meaty?
What would the air feel like
Ruffling my feathers ?
Warm and lifting.?

What if I could shrink
And climb the rough trunk
To join them?

Grooming done, she opens her mouth
Calling her distinctive cry
Chick a dee-dee-dee
Soon more birds appear
Small and insignificant like her
They seem oblivious to me
So, I stay, watching as they greet each
other.

A cat slinks over from across the street.
A warning trill of dees
And the birds scatter.
Bursting into the orange sky
In a violent mass of little bodies.
I smile, knowing that she will be back.
The chickadee is never gone for long.
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KRAZY KOLORING
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AUGUST 2020 MOVIE PIC

A visitor from the future tells
best friends, Bill and Ted that
one of their songs can save life
as we know it and bring harmony
to the universe.

KEANU
REEVES

COMEDY/SCI FI

ALEX
WINTER

SAMARA
WEAVING
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BRIGETTE
LUNDY-PAINE

ANTHONY
CARRIGAN

Leo is a fire sign and those born under it
ar big, bouncy show-offs with big ideas
and even bigger hearts.
They are optimistic, enthusiastic,
passionate and spontaneous.
2020 sees the stars and chances smiling
on Leo and some interesting and
tempting opportunities may come up in
the first nine months.
THE BEST OF THE SEASON can be
found in your garden in August, a month
of great meals to look forward to; the
sweetest corn, zucchini delights and those
aromatic red and yellow tomatoes fresh
off the vine. It doesn’t get any better than
this.

Leo’s need to act cautiously, be level
headed and act without haste. The
warning here is that Leo’s often get
carried away with money spending.
August –September will be challenging
periods with a high level of risk.
Also, in the last few months of the year,
problems may arise with managing
emotions. It will be a mistake for Leo’s
to try to assert their power over or try to
control those close to them.
Being reserved is the key to all the
problems Leo’s might face this year.
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A rather obscure old, Irish legend said
that a witch could turn herself into a
cat eight times but the ninth time – on
August 17th – she would not be able to
regain her human form.
On this night when people would hear
cats yowling outside, they would think
it was a witch trying to get out.
This gives us the saying that:
“a cat has nine lives.”
After this date, the nights tend to get
longer. Cats are nocturnal hunters and
their superior night vision means that
the nights belong to them.

STAY HYDRATED
Drink plenty of water and lay off alcohol
and caffeine

PICK YOUR TIMES
Stay indoors during the hottest part of the
day and go out in the early mornings and
late evenings.

THINK COOL
Take cold showers. Use fans and choose
air conditioned space

DRESS THE PART
Dresses and skirts are cooler than pants.
Wear cotton instead of synthetic fabrics
choose light colors, bare legs and strappy
or open sandals

EAT LIGHT
Avoid salt and choose vegetables and
fruit. Eat more often but consume less.
Make a swing for your porch
or backyard

TAKE IT UP A NOTCH
Get your hair off your neck.
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DID YOU
KNOW
THE MARS BOMBERS
WERE SOLD TO A SCRAP YARD?
Well, this was before Port Alberni, before Coulson’s. This was back in 1959 when the senior
executive pilot for MacMillan Bloedel, Dan McIvor, began a search for very large flying boats
or amphibians that he felt were what were needed to wage an effective war on forest fires.
A lot of these fires were in remote locations and Dan McIvor was of the opinion that the planes
in current use by the forestry didn’t have the speed, the range, or the capacity to stop the fires
from becoming raging infernos. Dan heard that the US navy in California, was auctioning off
four Martin Mars aircraft, out of service since 1956. He was too late to make a bid and the
planes were sold to a Mr. Hugo Forrester, owner of a scrap metal company, for a total cost of
$23,650, slightly less than one used engine.
Dan McIvor wanted these planes and MacMillan Bloedel sent a team to inspect the aircraft.
Still in dull service camouflage, they appeared to be in mint condition, the 35 foot control cabin,
or flight deck, resembled a studio apartment and with a wing span of 200 feet, inspired awe in
the team. Mr. Forrester wanted $25,000 per plane and MacMillan Bloedel turned it down.
McIvor was desperate, he asked Mr. Forrester for time and he worked ten nights on a new, more
intensive, report to submit and this time MacMillan Bloedel, on behalf of an industry
consortium yet to be formed, said “Yes.” The terms of the purchase were $1,000,000 for four
machines with all aircraft brought up to an airworthy, ferryable state. And all planes had to be
flown to BC in spite of the lack of qualified flight crews and a lot of other complexities.
The Americans, who thought McIvor talked funny but who they liked as he was saving the
planes, offered to help and everything came together.
On August 8, 1959, the Marianas Mars lifted from a foaming, one-mile take off run up San
Francisco Bay, roared a farewell and dipped a wing in salute to those left behind. Hours later,
she landed in Patricia Bay, Victoria and was handed over to Fairey Aviation for refit.
Next month read about why the Phillipine Mars almost didn’t make it.
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TEST YOUR SOIL WITH RED CABBAGE
WATER
Measure two cups of distilled water into a
saucepan. Cut up four to six red cabbage
leaves and add to water. Simmer for ten
minutes. Remove from heat and let it sit for
thirty minutes.
Strain off liquid – which will be purple/blue
with a neutral PH of 7.
To test: Add two tablespoons of soil to a jar
and add a few inches of cabbage water. Stir
and wait for twenty to thirty minutes then
check the color.
If it is sea blue/yellow green your soil is
alkaline.
IS YOUR SOIL ACIDIC OR ALKALINE and
how can you tell? There are tests that you can
do at home to easily find out.

If it is reddish pink, your soil is acidic.
DISTILLED WATER

TEST YOUR SOIL WITH VINEGAR AND
BAKING SODA

Is water boiled to create steam that then turns
back to water.

Collect a cup of soil from different parts of your
garden and combine soils in a wheelbarrow.
Take two tablespoons of the mixed soil and put
into a jar. Add ½ cup of white vinegar to the soil
in the container.

Start Composting today for better soil for free.

If the soil fizzes, you have alkaline soil with a
PH between 7 and 8.

Raising the organic content of soil will protect
soil from becoming overly acidic or alkaline.

You can lower the alkalinity of your soil by
adding organic materials like pine needles, peat
moss and composted leaves.

MAKE DIRT INTO SOIL

If it doesn’t fizz, put two tablespoons of fresh
soil in another container and add distilled water
until soil is muddy. Add ½ cup of baking soda.
If it fizzes, you have acidic soil at a PH between
5 and 6.
If your soil doesn’t react at all, it is neutral with
a PH of 7 and you are very lucky.
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By Dr. Angela Damant, B. SC. (Hons), D.V.M.
There are many health benefits of owning a pet. Studies have shown that the bond between
people and their pets can increase fitness, lower stress, and bring happiness to their owners.
They can increase opportunities to exercise, get outside, and socialize. Regular walking or
playing with pets can decrease blood pressure, cholesterol, and triglyceride levels. Pets can
help manage loneliness and depression by giving us companionship.
However, pets can sometimes carry harmful germs that can make us sick even when the pet
appears healthy. Children younger than 5 years of age, people with weakened immune systems,
and seniors are more likely to get diseases spread between animals and people (also known as
zoonosis). Pregnant women are also at a higher risk for certain animal-related diseases.
Households with children 5 years of age and younger should not have pet reptiles, amphibians,
birds or backyard poultry. Pregnant women should avoid adopting a new cat or handling stray
cats. Cats can carry a parasite that causes toxoplasmosis—a disease that can cause birth defects.
If you are pregnant, you do not need to give up your current cat, but you should avoid changing
cat litter. Pregnant women should avoid contact with pet rodents to prevent exposure to
lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus. If you’re pregnant and have a pet rodent, avoid direct
contact and have someone else clean its habitat.
It is important to wash your hands after touching your pet, feeding your pet or handling pet
food, handling pet habitats, and cleaning up after pets. Running water and soap are best for
hand washing, but you can use hand sanitizer if need be. Adults should always assist young
children with hand washing.
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Providing regular, life-long veterinary care for your pet is important for keeping your pet and
family healthy. Regular veterinary visits are essential to good pet health. Provide your pet with
a good diet, fresh water, clean bedding, and plenty of exercise. Do not feed raw food. Keep up
with your pet’s vaccines, deworming, and flea and tick control. Pets can pass worms to people
and ticks can spread Lyme disease. Raw food is especially dangerous as it spreads many
harmful bacteria and parasites. By keeping your pet healthy, you help to keep yourself and your
family healthy.
In addition to hand washing, practicing good pet hygiene can help prevent the spread of germs
between pets and people. Keep pets and their supplies out of the kitchen, and disinfect pet
habitats and supplies outside the house when possible. Always remove your dog’s feces (poop)
right away. Clean the cat’s litter box daily to lower the chances of exposure to harmful
parasites. Dog and cat poop can contain parasites and germs that can be harmful to people.
Keep children away from areas that might have feces. Cover sand boxes so cats don’t use them
as a litter box.
With a little attention, you can avoid getting sick from your pet.
Contact your veterinarian if you have any questions about your pet’s health

Summer declines
and
roses become rare
but
cottage crofts are gay
with hollyhocks
And in old garden walks
you breathe an air
fragrant of pinks and
August smelling
stocks.
John Todhunter
(1839-1916)
Answer page 25
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THE DOWNED PLANE
by
BILL COVE

I was returning from Smither’s and knew as the
Heli logging was finishing there it would be a
good time to haul the aircraft out of the woods.

THE PLANE was a BARKLEY-GROW 1940
NC 26496/CF-BTX that came to Canada in
1941. Eleven of these planes were made and
this was the last of them.

We got the go ahead to plan the task of
removing and hauling all the pieces to
Coulson’s hangar in Port Alberni. Phil and I
flew in to land on the lake and talk to the Park
Ranger and promised to clean up the site to
make the debris field park-like again.

On October 19, 1945, the plane crashed in a
forced landing in the forest near Porcupine
Lake, now called Kakwa Lake near Cache
Creek. The above photo was taken in 1981.

The S-61 would have to fly everything over the
mountains to the nearest logging road; the
airframe, wings separately, engines and the rest
of the bits and pieces in the big net.

At the time of the crash, the plane was on a
charter flight with Carl Chandler Brooks while
he was guiding a party of big game hunters.
Carl died in the crash in the Rockies, his
heart’s paradise, but the others survived.

The airframe was full of bullet holes and the
roof sported cuts from snow machines running
over it in the winter months.

Years later, as I was flying the company jet
and had commenced descent for Grande
Prairie., Carl Enzenhofer, the Aviation
Manager of Canadian Forest Products and a
great friend, pointed the plane out to me as we
flew over.

Once everything was at the hangar, we received
calls from museums (I could not believe there
were so many) all saying they were owners of
this aircraft, some having bills of sale.
After a lot of legalities and letters flying back
and forth, after getting in writing that BC Parks
had no interest, I got the idea to call Air
Registry, Ottawa Division and was told there
was no record for that particular plane.

It was his dream, he told me, to salvage that
plane as he had done with others in the past. I
was quietly hoping he would do it and add me
in as part of his plans. He asked me if the
Coulson’s would be interested in doing the
salvage with their big S-61 Sikorskys.
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Canadian Pacific Airlines didn’t like the
subject of an aircraft coming up after so many
years but that said there was no claim on the
plane from them as insurance would have
been paid and everyone had walked away for
good.
This was good news. We could start to restore
the plane. Canadian Pacific promised to send
us decals and detailing as needed to turn the
project into a real replica of an old, historic,
airliner.

MIGRAINE HEADACHE usually occurs on
one side of the head but could affect both
sides. It is a monster of a headache lasting
from four to seventy two hours. Women are
three times as likely to experience this
phenomenon as men.

Our plan was to have the fuselage fully rebuilt
and ready to receive a rebuilt wing in the
hangar. As one component arrived, we would
deliver the next piece, one wing at a time, so
to speak. They called it the perfect marriage.

It brings a throbbing pain around the temple or
behind one eye or ear. Other symptoms might
include nausea, vomiting or sensitivity to light.
An attack of a migraine affects the
individual’s ability to function.

Port Alberni businesses told us they would
support the project in any way possible and
we were excited about the media coverage.

Triggers of an attack may include fatigue,
skipping meals, hormonal changes. Glaring or
flickering lights, loud noises, weather changes,
overexertion, caffeine, chocolate, red wine but
the most common cause is stress.

Even the big aviation companies contacted us
to be kept in the loop to talk about this last of
eleven out of the Barkley-Grow Detroit plant.

Medicines are available yo counteract
migraines. Over the counter remedies like
Ibuprofen and ASA may be effective for mild
or moderate migraines but too frequent use
can result in rebound headaches

Here’s a simple,
summer flower
arrangement you can
make with one bottle
or jar or a number of
them tied together
with string.. Just fill
with water and insert
a single flower.

Resting in a dark, quiet room with an ice pack
to the base of the skull may ease an attaxk
Massage, biofeedback and other relaxation
techniques may provide relief.
The best prevention seems to be lifestyle
change. A fifty percent reduction in frequency
and intensity is thought to be a successful
treatment for this painful condition.
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CONVERT an old wooden ladder into a trellis to hold climbing plants
and provide shade. USE branches to create a climber for vegetables.
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FASHION AUGUST 2020

POPULAR
NOW
Cut outs in
your clothes

BERMUDA SHORTS

Strappy shoes
to tie up your
pant legs

SHADY
HATS

For work – linen
For play – striped cotton
For dress – satin
For everyday
comfort

BUCKET
BAGS
are in
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14 THINGS TO DO
FOR YOURSELF
IN AUGUST
Have a spa day
Drink a lot of water
Be vegan for a day
Go to the beach

ARE YOU JUST

Watch your favorite movie

SPINNING YOUR
WHEELS?

Write a love letter to yourself

Are you rushing around madly but
accomplishing nothing? Are you

Stretch all your muscles

overwhelmed by your work load?

Put work in perspective

Are there not enough hours in the
day? The cure for this malady is:

Take a meditative walk

FOCUS

Make a gratitude list

Just stop for a moment. Make a list,
if you have to, of all you need to do

Sit in the park

then narrow it down to one item.
Work on this item until it is

Smile

completed. Don’t let distractions get
in the way. Once you are finished

Say NO to unwanted requests

move to another item, then another.

Forgive yourself

ORDER WILL BE RESTORED
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You come on to the deck; you run, you jump, you splash, you laugh and you are one
with the fish who inhabit this lake. Lie back and float, close your eyes and drift. It
is alright now. All is well with your world. For this time, you are free, you have
shed your troubles along with your clothes. You are just another creature enjoying
the elements of lake and sky seeped in tranquil relaxation.
Later, you can sit in a deck chair wrapped in a towel and read a book or sip lemonade
orfill your mind with the beauty of your surroundings. You’ll get up when the aroma
from the barbecue reaches your nose and your stomach asserts itself. Later, there
will be hot chocolate on this deck and music and overhead, there will be stars. Of
course, you know that this is paradise.
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4833 Southgate Road
#107 3949 Maple Way
2943 10th Avenue

723-4940
723-7270
723-9850
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Never believe that
your best days are
behind you.
Tay Zonday
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Supporting Charities and Non-Profits in
Port Alberni

BUS STOP ADS
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